Class II Wood Pole (Per WSDOT Spec.)

2 Hole Conduit Strap Min. 3 Per Conduit Length

10' Galv. RS

Riser Conduit W/2-#10 Blk, RHW Galv RS From J-Box To 10'

Bog Depth 6”-12”

Grounding Bushing

J-Box

10% Of Pole Length Plus 2 Feet Or As Required By Engineer.

Bog Shoe 4"x6"x6" Treated Cross Brace W/2 EA Min 5/8" Galv. Through Bolt (When Required By Engineer)

Tamped In 6 Inch Lifts.

 Crushed Surfacing Top Course.

PVC 40

Weatherhead

Tape

Riser Space

Traffic Flow

This installation is for wood poles with only streetlighting installed on the pole. Do not use on Tacoma Power Utility poles.